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Presence of discontinuities (joints & bedding 

planes) may affect stability of excavation in 

rock (tunnel & slope).

Geological information like types of 

discontinuities and their geometrical data (dip & 

dip direction) are essential for determining 

modes of instability & direction of sliding



Orientation of discontinuities means the DIP and 

STRIKE of discontinuities (weakness planes). 

 



Joint measurement using BRUNTON COMPASS  



Take a very strong rock mass, continuous (solid, 

no weakness planes/discontinuities) & fresh 

(unweathered, Zone 1) 

Note: slope height, H  [UCS/]

Parameters UCS &  are obtained from lab tests 

on small (intact) rock samples



Can a near vertical slope be excavated in this 

rock mass, any problem on stability (????) 



. . . . .  in terms of rock mass properties of the 

‘ideal’ rock, a vertical slope is possible  

e.g. for granite (UCS = 120 MPa,  = 26 kN/m3) 

slope of few km high is possible !!!



But rock masses always exhibit discontinuities, 

more than one types & at different orientations   



Typical slope face .... discontinuous, fresh (Grade 

I) to completely weathered (Grade V) rock   



A slope face cut in a fresh (zone 1) and very 

strong rock mass but, with horizontal bedding 

planes (discontinuity or weakness plane) . . . . . 



Will the stability of the cut slope be affected by 

the horizontal bedding planes? 

Is there any immediate effect due to rock mass 

properties & bedding planes? 



A slope face cut in fresh & strong rock mass 

with horizontal bedding planes and inclined 

fracture planes (e.g. joints) 



For slope (A), is the stability being affected by the 

horizontal bedding & inclined joint planes? 

Let propose another slope (B) on the other side of 

the hill . . . .

SLOPE A

SLOPE B



The rock properties & the horizontal bedding 

planes have no immediate effect on the stability 

of both SLOPE A and B. 

However, with respect to the orientation of the 

inclined joints, SLOPE B is critical

SLOPE A SLOPE B
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